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Abstract. In this paper, we investigate the security of the Tractable Rationale Maps Signature (TRMS) cryptosystem [10] proposed at PKC’05.
To do so, we present a hybrid approach for solving the algebraic systems
naturally arising when mounting a signature-forgery attack. The basic idea
is to compute Gröbner bases of several modified systems rather than a
Gröbner basis of the initial system. We have been able to provide a precise bound on the (worst-case) complexity of this approach. For that, we
have however assumed a technical condition on the systems arising in
our attack; namely the systems are semi-regular [4, 6]. This claim is supported by experimental evidences. Finally, it turns out that our approach
is efficient. We have obtained a complexity bounded from above by 266 to
forge a signature on the parameters proposed by the designers of TRMS
[10]. We also would like to emphasize that our approach is fully parallelizable. For instance, assuming an access to 216 processors (which is
very reasonable), one can actually forge a signature in approximatively 32
hours.

1

Introduction

Multivariate Cryptography is the set of all the cryptographic primitives using
multivariate polynomials. The use of algebraic systems in cryptography dates
back to the mid eighties [16, 30], and was initially motivated by the need for
alternatives to number theoretic-based schemes. Indeed, although quite a few
problems have been proposed to construct public-key primitives, those effectively used are essentially factorization (e.g. in RSA [34]) and discrete logarithm
(e.g. in Diffie-Hellman key-exchange [17]). It has to be noted that multivariate
systems enjoy low computational requirements; moreover, such schemes are
not concerned with the quantum computer threat, whereas it is well known that
number theoretic-based schemes like RSA, DH, or ECDH are [35].
Multivariate cryptography has become a dynamic research area, as reflected
by the ever growing number of papers in the most famous cryptographic con-

ferences. This is mainly due to the fact that an European project (NESSIE1 )
has advised in 2003 to use such a scheme (namely, SFLASH [12]) in the smartcard context. Unfortunately, Dubois, Fouque, Shamir and Stern [15] discovered
a sever flaw in the design of SFLASH, leading to an efficient cryptanalysis of
this scheme. In this paper, we investigate the security of another multivariate
signature scheme, the so-called Tractable Rationale Maps Signature (TRMS)
[10].
1.1

Organization of the Paper. Main Results.

After this introduction, the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the main concern of this paper, namely the Tractable Rationale Maps
Signature (TRMS) scheme presented at PKC’05 [10]. Note that the situation of
this scheme is a bit fuzzy. A cryptanalysis of a preprint/previous version [37] of
such scheme has been presented at PKC’05 [26]. However, no attack against
the version presented at PKC’05 [10] has been reported so far. In [26], the authors remarked that one can – more or less – split the public-key of [37] in
two independent algebraic systems which can be solved efficiently. We tried to
mount this attack on the TRMS version of PKC’05 [10] without success. Thus,
it makes sense to study the security of [10]. By the way, the authors of [26]
also proposed an “improved” version of the XL algorithm, the so-called linear
method. We will not much detail this point in this paper, but this linear method
is actually very similar to the F5 [20] algorithm in its matrix form [21]. We briefly
come back to this point in Section 3.
In Section 3, we will introduce the necessary mathematical tools (ideals, varieties and Gröbner bases), as well as the algorithmic tools (F4 /F5 ), allowing to
address the problem of solving algebraic systems. We will give the definition
of semi-regular sequences which will be useful to provide a precise complexity
bound on our attack. The reader already familiar with these notions can skip
this part. However, we would like to emphasize that the material contained in
this section is important for understanding the behavior of the attack presented
in Section 4. By the way, the notion presented in this section will permit to compare F5 [20] with the linear method of [26].
In Section 4, we present a hybrid approach for solving the algebraic systems
arising when attacking TRMS. The basic idea is to compute Gröbner bases of
several modified systems rather than one Gröbner basis of the (bigger) initial
system. We have been able to provide a precise bound on the (worst-case)
complexity of this approach. For that, we have assumed that the systems arising in our attack are semi-regular. This claim is supported by experimental evidences. This approach is efficient; we have obtained a complexity bounded
from above by 266 to forge a signature on the parameters proposed by the designers of TRMS [10]. We also would like to emphasize that our approach is fully
parallelizable. For instance, assuming an access to 216 processors (which is
very reasonable), one can actually forge a signature in approximately 32 hours.
1
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2

Tractable Rationale Maps Signature Cryptosystems

To the best of our knowledge, multivariate public-key cryptosystems are mainly
constructed from two different one-way functions. The first one, that we only
mention for the sake of completeness is as follows. Let I = f1 , . . . , fu i be an
ideal of the polynomial ring K[x1 , . . . , xn ] (K is a finite field) then :
fPC : m ∈ K 7−→ eI + m ∈ K[x1 , . . . , xn ],

with eI a random element of I.
The one-way function fPC gave rise to a family of public-key encryption schemes
that are named Polly Cracker cryptosystems [24, 28]. The public-key of such
systems is an ideal I = f1 , . . . , fu i ⊂ K[x1 , . . . , xn ], and the secret-key (or
trapdoor) is a zero z ∈ Kn of I. Although the security study of Polly Crackertype systems led to interesting mathematical and algorithmic problems, several
evidences have been presented showing that those schemes are not suited
for the design of secure cryptosystems (for a survey, we refer the reader to
[29]). Moreover, such systems suffer from efficiency problems, namely a poor
encryption rate and a large public-key size.
From a practical point of view, the most interesting type of one-way function
used in multivariate cryptography is based on the evaluation
of a set of al
gebraic polynomials p = p1 (x1 , . . . , xn ), . . . , pu (x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ K[x1 , . . . , xn ]u ,
namely :

fMI : m = (m1 , . . . , mn ) ∈ Kn 7−→ p(m) = p1 (m), . . . , pu (m) ∈ Ku .
Here, the mathematical hard problem associated to this one-way function is :
Polynomial System Solving (PoSSo)
Instance : polynomials p1 (x1 , . . . , xn ), . . . , pu (x1 , . . . , xn ) of K[x1 , . . . , xn ].
Question : Does there exists (z1 , . . . , zn ) ∈ Kn s. t. :
p1 (z1 , . . . , zn ) = 0, . . . , pu (z1 , . . . , zn ) = 0.

It is well known that this problem is NP - COMPLETE [25]. Note that PoSSo remains NP - COMPLETE even if we suppose that the input polynomials are quadratics. This restriction is sometimes called MQ [11].
To introduce a trapdoor, we start from a carefully chosen algebraic system :

f (x) = f1 (x1 , . . . , xn ), . . . , fu (x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ K[x1 , . . . , xn ]u ,
which is easy to solve. That is, for all c = (c1 , . . . , cu ) ∈ Ku , we have an efficient
method for describing/computing the zeroes of :
f1 (x1 , . . . , xn ) = c1 , . . . , fu (x1 , . . . , xn ) = cu .

In order to hide the specific structure of f , we usually choose two linear transformations – given by invertible matrices – (S, U ) ∈ GLn (K) × GLu (K) and
set


p1 (x), . . . , pu (x) = f1 (x ∙ S), . . . , fu (x ∙ S) ∙ U,

abbreviated by p(x) = f (x ∙ S) ∙ U ∈ Ku to shorten the notation.
The public-key of such systems will be the polynomials of p and the secret-key
is the two matrices (S, U ) ∈ GLn (K) × GLu (K) and the polynomials of f .
To generate a signature s ∈ Kn of a digest m ∈ Ku , we compute s0 ∈ Kn such
that f (s0 ) = m ∙ U −1 . This can be done efficiently due to the particular choice of
f . Finally, the signature is s = s0 ∙ S −1 since :
p(s) = f (s0 ∙ S −1 ∙ S) ∙ U = m ∙ U −1 ∙ U = m.

To verify the signature s ∈ Kn of the digest m ∈ Ku , we check whether the
equality :
“p(s) = m” holds.

We would like to emphasize that most of the multivariate signature schemes
proposed so far (e.g. [12, 27, 38]), including TRMS [10], follow this general principle.
The specificity of TRMS lies in the way of
 constructing the inner polynomials
f (x) = f1 (x1 , . . . , xn ), . . . , fu (x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ K[x1 , . . . , xn ]u . The designers of
TRMS propose to use so-called tractable rational maps, which are of the following form :
f1 = r1 (x1 )
f2 = r2 (x2 ) ∙

g2 (x1 ) h2 (x1 )
+
q2 (x1 )
s2 (x1 )

fk = rk (xk ) ∙

gk (x1 , . . . , xk−1 ) hk (x1 , . . . , xk−1 )
+
qk (x1 , . . . , xk−1 )
sk (x1 , . . . , xk−1 )

fn = rk (xn ) ∙

gk (x1 , . . . , xn−1 ) hk (x1 , . . . , xn−1 )
+
qk (x1 , . . . , xn−1 )
sk (x1 , . . . , xn−1 )

..
.

..
.

where for all i, 2 ≤ i ≤ n, gi , qi , hi , si are polynomials of K[x1 , . . . , xn ], and
i, 2 ≤ i ≤ n, ri is a permutation polynomial on K. Remember that ri is a univariate polynomial. As explained in [10], tractable rational maps can be explicitly
inverted on a well chosen domain. We will not detail this point, as well as how
the polynomials gi , qi , hi , si and ri are constructed. This is not relevant for the
attack that we will present. We refer the reader to the initial paper [10]. We just
mention that we finally obtain quadratic polynomials for the fi s and mention that
the authors recommended the following set of parameters :
– K = F28
– n = 28 and u = 20

We will show that this set of parameters does not guaranty a sufficient level of
security.

3

Gröbner Basics

In order to mount a signature-forgery attack against TRMS, we have to address the problem of solving an algebraic system of equations. To date, Gröbner
bases [7, 8] provide the most efficient algorithmic solution for tackling this problem. We introduce here these bases and some of their useful properties (allowing in particular to find the zeroes of an algebraic system). We also describe
efficient algorithms permitting to compute Gröbner bases. We will touch here
only a restricted aspect of this theory. For a more thorough introduction, we
refer the reader to [2, 13].
3.1

Definition – Property

We start by defining two mathematical objects naturally associated to Gröbner
bases : ideals and varieties. We shall call ideal generated by p1 , . . . , pu ∈
K[x1 , . . . , xn ] the set :
( u
)
X
I = hp1 , . . . , pu i =
pk ∙ hk : h1 , . . . , hk ∈ K[x1 , . . . , xn ] ⊆ K[x1 , . . . , xn ].
We will denote by :

k=1


VK (I) = z ∈ Kn : pi (z) = 0, for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ u ,

the variety associated to I, i.e. the common zeros – over K – of p1 , . . . , pu .

Gröbner bases offer an explicit method for describing varieties. Informally, a
Gröbner basis of an ideal I is a generating set of I with “good” algorithmic
properties. These bases are defined with respect to monomial ordering. For
instance, the Lexicographical (Lex) and Degree Reverse Lexicographical (DRL)
orderings – which are widely used in practice – are defined as follows :

Definition 1 Let α = (α1 , . . . , αn ) and β = (β 1 , . . . , β n ) ∈ Nn . Then:
β1
βn
αn
1
– xα
1 ∙ ∙ ∙ xn Lex x1 ∙ ∙ ∙ xn if the left-most nonzero entry of α − β is positive.
Pn
Pn
Pn
Pn
β1
βn
αn
1
– xα
1 ∙ ∙ ∙ xn DRL x1 ∙ ∙ ∙ xn if
i=1 αi >
i=1 β i , or
i=1 αi =
i=1 β i and
the right-most nonzero entry of α − β is negative.

Once a (total) monomial ordering is fixed, we define :

Definition 2 We shall denote by M(n) the set of all monomials in n variables,
and Md (n) the set of all monomials in n variables P
of degree d ≥ 0. We shall call
n
αn
1
total degree of a monomial xα
1 ∙ ∙ ∙ xn the sum
i=1 αi . The leading monomial of p ∈ K[x1 , . . . , xn ] is the largest monomial (w.r.t. some monomial ordering ≺) among the monomials of p. This leading monomial will be denoted by
LM(p, ≺). The degree of p, denoted deg(p), is the total degree of LM(p, ≺).
We are now in a position to define more precisely Gröbner bases.

Definition 3 A set of polynomials G ⊂ K[x1 , . . . , xn ] is a Gröbner basis – w.r.t.
a monomial ordering ≺ – of an ideal I ⊆ K[x1 , . . . , xn ] if, for all p ∈ I, there
exists g ∈ G such that LM(g, ≺) divides LM(p, ≺).

Gröbner bases computed for a lexicographical ordering (Lex-Gröbner bases)
permit to easily describe varieties. A Lex-Gröbner basis of a zero-dimensional
system (i.e. with a finite number of zeroes over the algebraic closure) is always
as follows
{f1 (x1 ) = 0, f2 (x1 , x2 ) = 0, . . . , fk2 (x1 , x2 ) = 0, . . . , fkn (x1 , . . . , xn )}

To compute the variety, we simply have to successively eliminate variables by
computing zeroes of univariate polynomials and back-substituting the results.
From a practical point of view, computing (directly) a Lex-Gröbner basis is much
slower that computing a Gröbner basis w.r.t. another monomial ordering. On
the other hand, it is well known that computing degree reverse lexicographical
Gröbner bases (DRL-Gröbner bases) is much faster in practice. The FLGM
algorithm [18] permits – in the zero-dimensional case – to efficiently solve this
issue. This algorithm use the knowledge of a Gröbner basis computed for a
given order to construct a Gröbner for another order. The complexity of this
algorithm is polynomial in the number of solutions of the ideal considered. This
leads to the following strategy for computing the solutions of a zero-dimensional
system
p1 = 0, . . . , pu = 0.
1. Compute a DRL-Gröbner basis GDRL of hp1 , . . . , pu i.
2. Compute a Lex-Gröbner basis of hp1 , . . . , pu i from GDRL using FGLM.

This approach is sometimes called zero-dim solving and is widely used in practice. For instance, this is the default strategy used in the computer algebra system Magma2 when calling the function Variety. In our context, the varieties will
usually have only one solution. Thus, the cost of the zero-dim solving is dominated by the cost of computing a DRL-Gröbner basis. We now describe efficient
algorithms for performing this task.
3.2

The F4 /F5 Algorithms

The historical method for computing Gröbner bases is Buchberger’s algorithm [7,
8]. Recently, more efficient algorithms have been proposed, namely the F4 and
F5 algorithms [19, 20]. These algorithms are based on the intensive use of linear algebra techniques. Precisely, F4 can be viewed as the “gentle” meeting
of Buchberger’s algorithm and Macaulay’s ideas [31]. In short, the arbitrary
choices – limiting the practical efficiency of Buchberger’s algorithm – are replaced in F4 by computational strategies related to classical linear algebra problems (mainly the computation of a row echelon form).
2
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In [20], a new criterion (the so-called F5 criterion) for detecting useless computations has been proposed. It is worth pointing out that Buchberger’s algorithm
spends 90% of its time to perform these useless computations. Under some
regularity conditions, it has been proved that all useless computations can be
detected and avoided. A new algorithm, called F5 , has then been developed
using this criterion and linear algebra methods. Briefly, F5 (in its matrix form)
constructs incrementally the following matrices in degree d :
t1 ∙ p1
t
Ad = 2 ∙ p2
t3 ∙ p3
..
.

m 1  m2

... ...
... ...

... ...
... ...

 m3 . . .

... ...
... ...

... ...
... ...

where the indices of the columns are monomials sorted w.r.t. ≺ and the rows are
products of some polynomials fi by some monomials tj such that deg(tj fi ) ≤ d.
In a second step, row echelon forms of theses matrices are computed, i.e.
t1 ∙ p 1
0
t
Ad = 2 ∙ p 2
t 3 ∙ p3
..
.

m 1 m2 m 3 . . .


1 0 0 ...
0 1 0 ...


0 0 1 ...
0 0 0 ...

For d sufficiently large, A0d contains a Gröbner basis.

In [26], the authors proposed an “improved” version of the XL algorithm [11], the
so-called linear method. This method is very similar to F5 [20]. It can be proved
[3] that the matrices constructed by F5 , with Lex, are sub-matrices of the matrices generated by the linear method. One can argue that the goal of F5 and the
linear method is not the same. Namely, F5 computes Gröbner bases whereas
the linear method computes varieties. Again, using the same arguments of [3], it
can be proved that the linear method constructs intrinsically a Lex-Gröbner basis. As explained previously, we avoid to compute directly Lex Gröbner bases.
We prefer to compute a DRL-Gröbner basis, and then use FGLM to obtain
the Lex-Gröbner basis. Thus, the practical gain of F5 +FGLM versus the linear
method will be even more important. This was already pointed out in [3].
Finally, the main idea of the linear method is to remove linear dependancies induced by trivial relation of the form f ∙g−g∙f . This is actually the basic idea of F5 .
Note that in F5 the matrices are constructed “incrementally” to be sure of removing all the trivial linear dependencies. This is not the case for the linear method.
To summarize one can say that the linear method is a degraded/devalued version of F5 using the worst strategy for computing the varieties.
We now come back to the complexity of F5 . An important parameter for evaluating this complexity is the degree of regularity which is defined as follows
:

Definition 4 We shall call degree of regularity of homogeneous polynomials
p1 , . . . , pu ∈ K[x1 , . . . , xn ], denoted dreg (p1 , . . . , pm ), the smallest integer d ≥ 0
such that the polynomials of degree d in I = hp1 , . . . , pu i generate – as a K
vectorial space – the set of all monomials of degree d in n variables (the number
of such monomials #Md (n) is 3 Cdn+d−1 ). In other words :



min d ≥ 0 : dimK f ∈ I : deg(f ) = d = #Md (n) .

For non-homogeneous polynomials p1 , . . . , pu ∈ K[x1 , . . . , xn ], the degree of
regularity is defined by the degree of regularity of the homogeneous components of highest degree of the polynomials p1 , . . . , pu .

This degree of regularity corresponds to the maximum degree reached during
a Gröbner basis computation. The overall complexity of F5 is dominated by the
cost of computing the row echelon form of the last matrix Adreg , leading to a
complexity :


d

reg
O (m ∙ Cn+d
)ω ,
reg −1

with ω, 2 ≤ ω ≤ 3 being the linear algebra constant.

In general, it is a difficult problem to know a priori the degree of regularity.
However, for semi-regular sequences [4, 6, 5] – that we are going to introduce –
the behavior of the degree of regularity is well mastered.

Definition 5 [4, 6, 5] Let p1 , . . . , pu ∈ K[x1 , . . . , xn ] be homogeneous polynomials of degree d1 , . . . , du respectively. This sequence is semi-regular if :
– hp1 , . . . , pu i 6= K[x1 , . . . , xn ],
– for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ u and g ∈ K[x1 , . . . , xn ] :

deg(g ∙ pi ) ≤ dreg et g ∙ pi ∈ hp1 , . . . , pi−1 i ⇒ g ∈ hp1 , . . . , pi−1 i.

We can extend the notion semi-regular sequence to non-homogeneous polynomials by considering the homogeneous components of highest degree of
theses polynomials. We mention that the semi-regularity has been introduced
by Bardet, Faugère, Salvy and Yang to generalize the notion of regularity [4, 6,
5].

It can be proved that no useless reduction to zero is performed by F5 on semiregular (resp. regular) sequences [4, 6, 5, 20] , i.e. all the matrices Ad (d < dreg )
generated in F5 are of full rank. Moreover, the degree of regularity of a semiregular sequence (p1 , . . . , pu ) of degree d1 , . . . , du respectively is given [4, 6, 5]
by the index of the first non-positive coefficient of :
Qm
X
(1 − z di )
ck ∙ z k = i=1
.
(1 − z)n
k≥0

3

Cdn if you consider the field equations.

For instance, it has been proved that the degree [4, 6] of regularity of a semiregular
system
of n − 1 variables and n equations is asymptotically equivalent
m
l
(n+1)
. The authors have recovered here a result obtained, with a different
to
2
technique, by Szanto [36]. For a semi-regular system of n variables and n equations, we obtain a degree of regularity equal to n + 1, which is the well-known
Macaulay bound. More details on these complexity analyses, and further complexity results can be found in [4, 6, 5].

4

Description of the Attack

In this part, we present our attack against TRMS [10]. Our goal is to forge a
valid signature s0 ∈ Kn for a given digest m = (m1 , . . . , mu ) ∈ Ku . In other
words, we want to find an element of the variety :
VK (p1 − m1 , . . . , pu − mu ) ⊆ Kn ,

with p1 , . . . , pu ∈ K[x1 , . . . , xn ] the polynomials of a TRMS public-key. We recall
that the parameters are K = F28 , n = 28 and u = 20.
Following the zero dim-solving strategy presented in Section 3, one can directly
try to compute this variety. Unfortunately, there is at least two reasons for which
such a direct approach cannot be efficient in this context. First, we have explicitly supposed that the field equations are included in the signature-forgery
system. In our context, K is relatively large; leading to field equations of high
degree. In particular, the degree of regularity of the system will be at least equal
to #K. Thus, the computation of a Gröbner basis is impossible in practice.
Another limitation is due to the fact that the number of equations (u) is smaller
that the number of variables (n). As a consequence, there is at least (#K)n−u
valid solutions to the signature-forgery system. Hence, even if you suppose that
you have been able to compute a DRL-Gröbner basis, you will probably not be
able to recover efficiently the Lex-Gröbner basis using FGLM.
A natural way to overcome these practical limitations is to randomly specialize
(i.e. fix) n − u variables, and remove the field equations. We will have to solve a
system having the same number of variables and equations (u). For each specification of the n − u variables, we can always find a solution of the new system
yielding to a valid signature. We also mention that the specialized system will
have very few solutions in practice. Thus, the cost of computing the variety will
be now essentially the cost of computing a Gröbner basis.
The important observation here is that – after having specified n − u variables
– the new system will behave like a semi-regular system. We will present latter in this section experimental results supporting this claim. Note that such a
behavior has been also observed, in a different context, in [39]. The degree
of regularity of a semi-regular system of u variables and equations is equal to
u + 1. In our context (u = 20), this remains out of the scope of the F5 algorithm.
To decrease this degree of regularity, we can specialize r ≥ 0 more variables
(in addition of the n − u variables already fixed). Thus, we will have to solve a

systems of u equations with u−r variables, which behave like semi-regular systems. This allows to decrease the degree of regularity, and thus the complexity
of F5 . For instance, the degree of regularity of a semi-regular
m system of u − 1
l
(u+1)
. More generally,
variables and u equations is approximately equal to
2
the degree of regularity is given by the index of the first non-positive coefficient
of the series :
Qu
2
i=1 (1 − z )
.
(1 − z)u−r
In the following table, we have quoted the degree of regularity observed in our
experiments. Namely, the maximum degree reached during F5 on systems obtained by fixing n − u + r variables (r ≥ 0) on signature-forgery systems. We
have also quoted the theoretical degree of regularity of a semi-regular system of
u equations in u−r variables. These experiments strongly suggest that the systems obtained when mounting a specify+solve signature forgery attack against
TRMS behave like semi-regular systems.
u u−r
20 19
20 18
20 17
20 16
20 15

r dreg (theoretical) dreg (observed)
1
11
2
9
9
3
8
8
4
7
7
5
6
6

By fixing variables, we obtain a significant gain on the complexity the F5 . On
the other hand, as soon as r > 0, each specification of the r variables will not
necessarily lead to an algebraic system whose set of solutions is not empty .
But, we know that there exists a least one guess of the r variables (in practice exactly one) leading to a system whose zeroes allow to construct a valid
signature. Thus, we have to perform an exhaustive search on the r new variables. In other words, instead of computing one Gröbner basis of a system of
u equations and variables, we compute (#K)r Gröbner bases of “easier” systems (u equations with u − r variables). The complexity of this hybrid approach
is bounded from above by :

ω 
dreg
O (#K)r m ∙ Cu+d
,
reg −1

with ω, 2 ≤ ω ≤ 3 being the linear algebra constant. We have then to find an
optimal tradeoff between the cost of F5 and the number of Gröbner basis that
we have to compute.

In the following table, we have quoted the theoretical complexity of this approach (T ) for different values of r. We also included
the theoretical complexity

of F5 (TF5 ), and the maximum number (#K)r of Gröbner bases that we have
to compute.

u u−r
20 20
20 19
20 18
20 17
20 16
20 15

r (#K)r
0 0
1 28
2 216
3 224
4 232
5 240

TF5
282
258
251
247
243
239

T
282
266
267
271
275
279

We observe that the optimal choice is for r = 1, for which you obtain a complexity bounded from above by 266 to actually forge a signature on the parameters
proposed by the designers of TRMS [10]. We also would like to emphasize that
this approach is fully parallelizable (each computation of the (#K)r Gröbner
basis are totally independent). For instance, assuming that you have access to
216 processors (which is very reasonable), the time complexity is only of 251 .
In the following table, we have quoted practical results that we have obtained
with F5 when solving systems obtained by fixing n − u + r variables (r ≥ 0)
on signature-forgery systems. In this table, TF5 is the time of computing one
Gröbner basis with F5 . The experimental results have been obtained using a
Xeon 2.4 Ghz with 6 Gb. of Ram.
u u−r
20 18
20 17
20 16
20 15

r TF5
2 32 h.
3 3 h.
4 12 min.
5 62.4 sec.

As claimed in the introduction, assuming an access to 216 processors, one can
actually forge a signature in approximately 32 hours. By extrapolating – from
these experiments – the practical behavior of our approach for r = 1, we have
estimated that one can forge a signature in approximately one week using 600
nodes.
As the consequence, the parameters of TRMS [10] should be increased to
achieve a reasonable level of security. Further works need to be done for finding
the optimal set of parameters.
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